
AC136 Remote INSTURCTION
Press one time “UP” ; Press two times within 0.5s “Continuous UP”
Stop open or Stop close
Press one time “Down” ; Press two times within 0.5s “Continuous Down”
Programmed Setting
Use for choose the channels by recurrently

Key Combination function
“STOP”+“STOP”: Dot Move convert to Continuous Move 
“STOP”+“UP”: Add New Transmitter
“STOP”+“DOWN”: Change Direction
“STOP”+“Channels Switch” : Lock Channel
“STOP”+“Channels Switch” : Unlock Channel
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AC136-06 is a handheld wireless transmitter, tailored for the motor, easy to deal with a variety of use scenarios. 
It looks fashionable and generous, feel very good in touching; remote distance is far, intelligent life 

Features
1.Stylish and elegant appearance can be applied to different decoration styles。
2.Ultra-low power consumption design.
3.Universal CR2450 button battery, easy to install and purchase.
4.High stability, strong anti-interference ability.

Product installation
1.The shortest distance between the launcher and the ground is 1.5m。
2.The minimum distance between the receiver and the transmitter is 1m。
3.Do not install on metal object, otherwise it will affect the firing distance.
4.Do not install in damp or exposed place, otherwise it will affect the service 
life of the machine Please comply with the following requirements while 
meeting the effective power standards：

Operating instructions      
1. Function of the button
1.【Up】Press the "up button"; Press " up" twice within 0.5 seconds, continuous going up 
2.【Stop】Stop opening or closing。 
3.【Down】Press“down”；Press " up" twice within 0.5 seconds, continuous going down  
4.【Programming】Programming setting。
5.【Channel selection】For loop selection remote control channel. 
6 【Stop in the middle】：Let the curtain run to the set intermediate stop point。
2.Key combination function 
1.【Stop】＋【Stop】：Switch from inching to continuous inching。
2.【Stop】＋【Up】：Added transmitter 
3.【Stop】＋【Down】：Change direction。
4.【Stop】＋【Channel switch】：Frequency locking。 
5. 【Stop】＋【Channel switch】：Frequency unlocking。

Note
Transmission range: within 50 meters of open space
Avoid static interference, which can damage some electronic components



Fault phenomenon Analyze Solution 

Operate transmitter, receiver no 

response 

1、The receiver is not working 

properly  

2、Transmitter battery low battery 

A、Receiver working properly 

B、Replace with a new battery 

The remote control is not 
sensitive or responsive 

1、The remote control battery is 
low battery A、Replace with a new battery 

Fault handling


